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latin america is one of the richest regions in the world;
however, its human, social and political institutions are
not aligned. the countries in latin america present
important differences in terms of their historical and
social development; however, at the regional level, there
are strong similarities in terms of their economic, social
and political systems. the main problem is that many of
these countries share the history of receiving a
considerable number of immigrants from north and
central america. these immigrants tended to settle in the
west of latin america. this migration has been facilitated
over time, especially after the country became
independent and is a result of political and economic
domination. the data shows that white colombians from
the country's capital of bogotá have the worst level of
education and income, while black colombians generally
have the lowest level of education and income. the lack
of access of socio-economic conditions, plus the fact that
colombians are also colored by a wide range of
ethnicities, such as the indigenous peoples, europeans
and african-descendants. in addition, this lack of socio-
economic access, coupled with the discriminatory laws of
the country, such as the unequal and unjust laws related
to health and labor, have facilitated the uneven
distribution of income and wealth in the country. in fact,
due to the discriminatory laws and economic exclusion of
afro-descendants, there is a shortage of qualified labor
for those sectors of society that contribute more to the
country's economy, such as the agricultural sector.
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el lenguaje elindio se sirve de palabras que nunca se han
dado en la lengua de los verdaderos conquistadores,

conquistadores que llegaron a la amrica latina y tomaron
su lenguaje y usaron esa lenguaje para conquistar la
tierra (se llamaba lenguaje de conquistadores). the

criminalization of drugs has led to the violent deaths of
millions of drug users who were caught in a vortex of

violence. colombia is one of the countries with the worst
drug-related violence in the world. this violence is

characterized by extreme violence and impunity in the
drug trade. for example, there has been a growth of

criminal groups in colombia that are empowered by the
current conservative and corrupt politics of the country,

which leads to violent clashes between the criminal
groups, and between criminal groups and the law

enforcement. although there is a preliminary political
peace agreement, the war continues to this day. there is
a lack of support for the modernization of the colombian

and latin american drug markets. there has been no
progress in the implementation of programs that could

control the criminal groups and the drug trade, and there
is no political will to make change. there has also been a
major increase in informal markets for drugs. in addition,

there are more weapons in the hands of the criminal
groups, to the detriment of the security and safety of the
entire community. in addition to the risks inherent to the
drug business, the traffickers also face great obstacles in
accessing financing. the biggest problem is obtaining the
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necessary capital to finance the financing of the
production and sale of cocaine, which makes it very

difficult to make the necessary investments to get the
cocaine to be refined and sold. in this sense, the majority

of latin american communities have become the first
victims of this new trend. 5ec8ef588b
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